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Three-pulse photon echoes for model reactive systems
Mino Yang, Kaoru Ohta, and Graham R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720-1460 and Physical
Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720-1460

~Received 14 December 1998; accepted 5 March 1999!

A theoretical description of the three-pulse photon echo peak shift for model reaction systems is
presented. An electronic two-state system with a finite upper-state lifetime and a three-state system
in which electronic transitions can occur are considered. A probabilistic argument is employed to
incorporate the incoherent transitions. New pathways describing the transition of electronic
population are introduced and the nuclear propagator in the electronic population state is written by
a convolution integral between those of the nonreactive two-state system weighted by some factors
for the electronic transition. The response functions are given by multitime correlation functions and
are analyzed by the cumulant expansion method. Some numerical calculations are presented and the
influence of incoherent reactions on the peak shift is discussed. Comparison with experimental data
confirms the existence of the effects predicted here. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!00321-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photon echo spectroscopy has been developed to a
phisticated level for the study of chromophore–bath inter
tions in dilute samples, where the electronic transition can
modeled as a two-state system interacting with a complex
of intra- and intermolecular nuclear motions.1–8 In particular
we and others9–22have made extensive use of the three-pu
photon echo peak shift~3PEPS! method to characterize
solvent–solute interactions in liquids,9–16 glasses,17–19 and
proteins.19–22 It was established that the solvation dynam
influencing the electronic energy gap fluctuation via t
electron–phonon coupling can be revealed by this kind
experiment. The experiment has an intrinsically high d
namic range over which the transition frequency fluctuat
may be followed. A notable feature of this experiment~for
dilute two-level systems coupled to a bath! is that the pres-
ence of a finite long-time peak shift is direct evidence for
presence of static~on the experimental time scale! inhomo-
geneity in the system.3 We note that the experiment has ve
high ~subpulsewidth! intrinsic time resolution. The experi
mental results are usually analyzed by a theory based on
linearly coupled harmonic bath model and the cumulant
pansion method.23 This model provides a good description
experiments on two-state systems over a wide range
temperature.17–19 It thus seems appropriate to extend su
studies to more complex systems in which electronic po
lation transfer~chemical reaction! can occur.

3PEPS experiments have been carried out on some r
tive systems such as the purple bacterial light harves
complexes LH1 and LH2~Refs. 20,21! and on the bacteria
reaction center.22 The results showed that the energy~excited
population! transfer process within the biological complex
qualitatively influences the form of the echo signal and t
the essential parameters controlling the evolution of the s
tem can be extracted from measurements of the peak s
These experiments were analyzed by a theory based on
10240021-9606/99/110(21)/10243/10/$15.00
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two-state system incorporating the reactive eve
intuitively.19–21Although this theory explains the experime
tal results quite well, its domain of applicability needs to
explored via a more formal approach. The theory presen
in this paper is extended to the energy transfer sys
elsewhere.24

3PEPS experiments on reactive systems25,26 are being
currently performed in our group to investigate the effect
solvation dynamics on chemical reactions. For example
some polar solvents, the excited state of phenol blue cont
a large amount of charge transfer character. Charge rec
bination leads to very rapid decay to the ground stat25

Rhodamine6G, oxazine 1, and oxazine 750 in the solve
DMA and DEA comprise another interesting set of syste
in which ultrafast photo-induced electron transfer from t
solvent to the solute occurs.26 In order to properly interpret
the experimental 3PEPS data on reactive systems, a the
ical model is required. This is the purpose of the pres
paper. As the simplest examples of reactive systems, we
sider a two-state system with a finite lifetime in the upp
state such as phenol blue and a three-state system w
models an excited state electron~proton! transfer system. By
doing this we shall show how the effect of reaction can
systematically incorporated into a theory for the third-ord
signal and we will discuss a new kind of phenomenon in
3PEPS signal specific to these types of systems.

In most reactive systems in the condensed phase,
electronic transitions occur on time scales long compa
with the electronic dephasing time. In this case, the inform
tion of electronic coherence is lost before the electronic tr
sition occurs. So the consideration of population transfer
namics is sufficient for our purpose. Leegwater27 showed
that incoherent population transfer is quite a good desc
tion even for a system with strong electronic coupling if t
homogeneous broadening width is larger than the electro
coupling constant. When the population transfer time scal
comparable to that of the degrees of freedom of the bath,
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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population transfer kinetics should be described by a
kernel equation in which the rate kernel contains the inf
mation of the bath dynamics.28–31Understanding the dynam
ics of such systems is a topic of much current interes32

However, Markovian reactive systems in which the rate k
nel is approximated by a time-independent rate constant
vide a good starting point of our discussion and should g
us an intuitive understanding of the influence of react
events on the 3PEPS experiment. In this paper, the electr
transitions are assumed to be Markovian. We expect tha
extension of the present work to incorporate the n
Markovian effects could be made.

II. BASIC THEORY FOR THE SIMPLE TWO-STATE
SYSTEM

Third order spectroscopic signals can be predicted b
response function which describes the third order proc
occurring in the system. In terms of the response funct
the three-pulse photon echo peak shift for a simple two-s
system is well established and described in de
elsewhere.8–10 Before proceeding to the reactive systems,
will therefore briefly discuss the basic elements of the 3PE
for a nonreactive two-state system.

In the condensed phase, there are many identical c
mophores contained in a region with dimension of the wa
length of light. When these chromophores interact with lig
a macroscopic~on the wavelength scale! nonlinear polariza-
tion is induced and this gives the nonlinear signal. If t
chromophores are independent of each other, the ti
dependence of the polarization can be described by the
sity matrix of a single chromophore. The pulse sequence
a 3PEPS experiment is shown in Fig. 7. The time periodt
and T are experimentally controlled. In the impulsive fie
limit, the first time periodt during which the system is in a
electronic coherence state is scanned. During the second
periodT, the system is in a diagonal state~population state!
of density matrix. The third pulse creates the second co
ence state which leads to rephasing and echo formation

In a conventional photon echo experiment, the final ti
period t is integrated over to record the echo intensity a
function of the first time periodt. The experimental signa
should be interpreted, when pulse duration is very short
terms of the response functionR(t,T,t) by the relation

S~T,t!5E
0

`

dtuR~ t,T,t!u2. ~2.1!

The observable of interest is the location of the echo ma
mum with respect to zero delay of the first time interval f
different fixed values of the second periodT. The shift from
zero delay,t* (T), we refer to as the peak shift. From E
~2.1!, the peak shift is obtained by solving the equation

]

]t
S~T,t!U

t5t* ~T!

50. ~2.2!

A plot of t* (T) vs T constitutes a 3PEPS data set. The k
features of the 3PEPS experiment can be fou
elsewhere.8–10
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Under the rotating wave approximation~RWA! and an
impulsive pulse shape, only two kinds of third-order pr
cesses contribute to the signal with the direction ofk31k2

2k1 .23 The effects of finite pulsewidth are easily develop
by considering two additional third-order processes.10 Rgg

0

and Ree
0 are the response functions which describe

ground and excited population evolution, respectively, d
ing the interval between the second and the third pulses
this paper, the subscriptgg(ee) on the response function
denotes that the population state begins at the ground~ex-
cited! state and ends in the ground~excited! state. The su-
perscript0 denotes reaction-free response functions. We
write these response functions in terms of the nuclear pro
gators in Liouville space as23

Rgg
0 ~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg

0 ~ t !Ggg,gg
0 ~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&, ~2.3.1!

Ree
0 ~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg

0 ~ t !Gee,ee
0 ~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&, ~2.3.2!

whererg is the nuclear density matrix in the ground ele
tronic state and̂¯& denotes the thermal equilibrium ave
age. The nuclear propagatorGab,ab

0 (t) for an operatorA in
the Liouville space is defined by

Gab,ab
0 ~ t !A[eiH atAe2 iH bt, ~2.4!

with Ha the nuclear Hamiltonian in the electronic statea.
The response functions, Eqs.~2.3.1! and~2.3.2!, describe the
time evolution of the nuclear density matrix accompanyi
the change of the electronic state.

Making use of the cumulant expansion method, one
derive expressions for the response functions10,11,23

Rgg
0 ~ t,T,t!5Rre~ t,T,t!exp@ iQgg~ t,T,t!#, ~2.5!

Ree
0 ~ t,T,t!5Rre~ t,T,t!exp@ iQee~ t,T,t!#, ~2.6!

where

Rre~ t,T,t![exp@2P~t!2P~ t !1P~T!2P~t1T!

2P~T1t !1P~t1T1t !#,

Qgg~ t,T,t![Q~t!2Q~ t !2Q~T!1Q~t1T!1Q~T1t !

2Q~t1T1t !, ~2.7!

Qee~ t,T,t![Q~t!1Q~ t !1Q~T!1Q~t1T!2Q~T1t !

2Q~t1T1t !.

Here, the superscript re denotes the modulus of the resp
function which is determined by the real part of the lin
broadening function, andP andQ are the real and imaginar
parts of the line broadening functiong(t), respectively. The
imaginary part of the line broadening function controls t
phase angle of the response function associated with e
pathway. The line broadening function characterizes
spectral distribution of the fluctuations,23,33,34in the presence
of static inhomogeneity,D in ,

g~ t !5~D int !
2/21E

0

`

dv@12cos~vt !#coth~bv/2!r~v!

2 ilt1 i E
0

`

dv sin~vt !r~v!, ~2.8!
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whereb is the Boltzmann factor andr~v! is a temperature-
independent spectral density representing the bath densi
states. The reorganization energyl is defined in terms of the
spectral density as

l[E
0

`

dvvr~v!. ~2.9!

Note that the real part ofg(t) is temperature-dependen
while the imaginary part is not. For convenience, we
\51. Oncer~v! andD in are determined, the response fun
tions at any temperature can be calculated by Eqs.~2.5!–
~2.9!.

Although the spectral density is quite a general quan
containing the information of bath fluctuation dynamics, it
convenient to introduce a temperature-independent trans
energy fluctuation correlation functionM (t). The expression
linking M (t) andr~v! is23

M ~ t !5
1

l E
0

`

dvvr~v!cos~vt !. ~2.10!

In this paper, we will assume a simple form ofM (t) to
simulate the bath dynamics and from this we calculate
spectral density via the inverse Fourier transform of E
~2.10!. The resultant spectral density will be inserted into E
~2.8! to model the line broadening functiong(t) at an arbi-
trary temperature.

The total response function is given by the sum ofRgg
0

andRee
0 ,

R0~ t,T,t!5Rre~ t,T,t!@exp$ iQgg~ t,T,t!%

1exp$ iQee~ t,T,t!%#. ~2.11!

If the imaginary part ofg(t) is neglected, the response fun
tions arising from thegg and ee pathways are exactly th
same. Since no spectral diffusion~time-dependent Stoke
shift! occurs in this case, the displacement of the exci
state potential curve from that of the ground state is zero
so the nuclear dynamics in both states is not different. Th
the reason why thegg and ee pathways give identical re
sponse functions whenQ50. Otherwise, some interferenc
between thegg- and ee-pathways will play a role in the
signal proportional to the modulus squared of the total
sponse function.

III. RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR REACTIVE
SYSTEMS

A. Two-state system with finite lifetime

We consider an electronic two-state system with a fin
lifetime of the excited state. The energy diagram is shown
Fig. 1~a!. Traditionally, it has been accepted that a fin
lifetime does not affect the peak shift but only reduces
intensity of the signal. In this case, the response function
a two-state system with an upper state lifetimekd

21 is given
by8

R~ t,T,t!5e2kdTR0~ t,T,t!. ~3.1!

This form is an extension of a standard method introduce
linear spectroscopy to incorporate the lifetime broadenin35
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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We can easily see that the peak shift behavior predicted
solving Eq.~2.2! along with Eq.~3.1! via Eq.~2.1! is exactly
the same as that for a system with an infinite lifetime. So t
kind of response function leads us to the conclusion t
there would be no effects of lifetime on the peak shift wh
pulse duration is impulsively short. In this section, we w
show that this may not be always true.

We assume the lifetime is much longer than the deph
ing time and so we can neglect decay to the ground s
during the coherence time when the dephasing dynamic
dominant. In this case, the decay to ground state can o
only during the population time period and the third ord
process can be represented by the diagrams in Fig. 1~b!. In
the presence of decay from the excited state to the gro
state, there are three pathways of third order response.
first one denoted byRgg is for the process in which the
system is in the ground state for the entire population per
and this process is not affected by the decay process.
expression for this is the same as in the normal two-s
system, that is,Rgg5Rgg

0 .
The second response function denoted by

Ree~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Gee,ee~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg& ~3.2!

is for the process in which the system is in the excited s
for the entire population period. The nuclear dynamics
this process must be identical to that for the process
scribed byRee

0 in the normal two-state system. However, d
to the decay to the ground state with the decay constantkd ,
the population density undergoing this process decrease
give

Gee,ee~T!5e2kdTGee,ee
0 ~T! ~3.3!

and consequently we obtain

FIG. 1. ~a! Energy level diagram for two-state system with a decay const
~b! Feynman diagrams for the three kinds of third order processes occu
in the two-state system with decay to ground state. The dotted line onRge

indicates an electronic transition due to the decay process.
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Ree~ t,T,t!5e2kdTRee
0 ~ t,T,t!. ~3.4!

This simple form of exponential factor for the decay proce
means the decay dynamics is separated from the nuclea
namics.

The third response function is denoted by

Rge~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Ggg,ee~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg& ~3.5!

and describes the process in which the system starts from
excited state at the initial time of the population period a
ends in the ground state at the final time of the populat
period. Now, the electronic state where the population
sides changes during the population period due to the de
process and so the nuclear wave packet experiences a d
ent potential energy as the electronic transition occurs.
cause, in our model, the decay rate is assumed to be s
rable from the nuclear dynamics, the nuclear propagato
this case can be written by

Ggg,ee~T!5kdE
0

T

dsGgg,gg
0 ~T2s!Gee,ee

0 ~s!e2kds. ~3.6!

Here, Gee,ee
0 (s)e2kds is the nuclear propagator for times

while the electronic state is in the excited population sta
The exponential factor reflects the probability that the po
lation is still in the excited state.kdds is the decay probabil-
ity ~recovering probability of the ground state populatio!
during the time intervalds and Ggg,gg

0 (T2s) describes the
nuclear propagation in the ground electronic state during
time T2s since the decay from the excited state to t
ground state occurred. The decay process can occur at
time of the population period and so we obtain the convo
tion integral Eq. ~3.6!. This relation is exact within the
present model. Inserting Eq.~3.6! into Eq. ~3.5!, we get

Rge~ t,T,t!5kdE
0

T

dse2kds^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Ggg,gg

0 ~T2s!

3Gee,ee
0 ~s!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&. ~3.7!

By a straightforward application of the cumulant expans
method, we can easily analyze the four-time correlat
function in Eq.~3.7! to obtain an expression forRge ,

Rge~ t,T,t!5Rgg
0 ~ t,T,t!e22i $Q~T1t !2Q~T!%

3kdE
0

T

dse2kdse2i $Q~T1t2s!2Q~T2s!%. ~3.8!

The total response function is given by a sum of t
above three terms

R~ t,T,t!5Rgg1Ree2Rge5Rgg
0 1Ree

0 e2kdT

2Rgg
0 e22i $Q~T1t !2Q~T!%

3E
0

T

dse2i $Q~T1t2s!2Q~T2s!%kde2kds. ~3.9!

Since, in the pathway forRge , the system makes an od
number of interactions with the field on the bra and ket sid
respectively,Rge contributes to the total response functio
with a minus sign23 which reflects the recovery of the hole
the ground state. By the time integral of the last term of E
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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~3.9!, the population kinetics and the phase shift of the
sponse function associated with the recovered ground s
are described. The peak shift behavior can be predicted
numerical calculation of Eq.~3.9! along with Eqs.~2.1! and
~2.2!. Some illustrative calculations will be presented
Sec. IV.

By employing the linear electron–phonon coupling a
proximation, we implicitly assumed the potential energy s
face of the ground and excited states to be harmonic with
oscillator strength for the electronic transition independen
solvation coordinate. This means that only a displacemen
the potential minimum position of the excited state from th
of the ground state can make the nuclear dynamics in the
states differ. This displacement inducing the spectral dif
sion and the Stokes shift in linear spectroscopy is contro
by the imaginary part ofg(t). So if we neglect this, we get a
response function for a system in which the decay proc
does not alter the nuclear dynamics but decreases the am
tudes of the population and hole created during the first
herence dynamics in the excited and ground states, res
tively. In this case, we can reduce Eq.~3.9! to the
conventional form of the response function for the syst
with a finite lifetime like Eq.~3.1!,

R~ t,T,t!52Rre~ t,T,t!e2kdT. ~3.10!

It is evident from Eq.~2.2! that this kind of response functio
cannot reflect the finite lifetime effects on the peak sh
when the pulse shape is impulsive.

In the general case, however, there is a finite Stokes s
in the fluorescence spectrum and thus the imaginary par
g(t) must not be neglected. In this case interference am
the above three kinds of response functions in Eq.~3.9! can
occur reflecting the lifetime effects on the peak shift. T
role of the imaginary part ofg(t) in the third order response
function becomes magnified in low temperature17 and we
expect this kind of interference effect to be most evident
low temperature experiments.

B. Three-state system with incoherent reaction
„incoherent electron transfer …

As an example of the kind of system we have in mi
consider the excited state electron transfer systemDA
→D* A→D1A2→DA. The scheme for such a system
shown in Fig. 2~a!. This model could also be applied to
photo-induced proton transfer system. If the reaction ra
are much slower than the dephasing time, we can safely
nore the reaction processes during the coherence time i
val. In this paper, we only consider the case that the state8
is nonresonant with the laser and so the state does not i
act with the light. For the purpose of simplicity, we assum
Markovian process for the incoherent reaction from the s
e to the statee8. In this case, the electronic transition d
namics is separated from the nuclear dynamics and we
employ a similar procedure as above to understand the e
of incoherent reaction on the peak shift. Moreover, we
sume the nuclear coordinates associated with the op
transitions ofe ande8 states should be statistically indepe
dent of each other and satisfy the same fluctuation dynam
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The four kinds of third order processes occurring in t
system are represented by the Feynman diagrams in
2~b!. As usual, there is a pathway in which the populati
state is the ground state. This pathway is common for ev
reactive system and its expression is the same for all ca
Thus we will not write this expression again. For the proc
in which the population stays in the excited state during
entire population period, the response function is given b

Ree~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Gee,ee~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&, ~3.11!

where the nuclear propagator during the population timeT is
written, similarly to Eq.~3.3!, as

Gee,ee~T!5e2~kr1kd!TGee,ee
0 ~T!. ~3.12!

In this system, the decay rate of the excited population
given by the sumkr1kd . Consequently, the response fun
tion for theee-pathway is obtained as

Ree~ t,T,t!5e2~kr1kd!TRee
0 ~ t,T,t!. ~3.13!

The population of the third process begins at the exc
state and ends in the ground state and the response fun
representing this process is given by

Rge~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Ggg,ee~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&. ~3.14!

The nuclear propagator during the population period is a
given similarly to Eq.~3.6! as

Ggg,ee~T!5kdE
0

T

dsGgg,gg
0 ~T2s!Gee,ee

0 ~s!e2~kr1kd!s.

~3.15!

Employing a similar procedure to the previous section,
get the response function for the decay process as

FIG. 2. ~a! Energy level diagram for a three-state system. The reaction
constantskd , kd8 , and kr are assumed to be independent of the nucl
motion. ~b! Feynman diagrams for the four kinds of third order proces
occurring in the three-state system. The dotted lines onRge andRge8e indi-
cate electronic transitions due to the reactions.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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Rge~ t,T,t!5Rgg
0 ~ t,T,t!e22i $Q~T1t !2Q~T!%

3kdE
0

T

dse2~kr1kd!se2i $Q~T1t2s!2Q~T2s!%.

~3.16!

Except that the decay rate of the excited state populatio
given by the sum of two decay constantskr1kd , this re-
sponse function is the same as that for the process in
III A.

The last process represented by the response func
Rge8e occurs via the third electronic state. Initially the pop
lation is created in the excited statee. During the population
period, theee-population moves to the other excited statee8
by the incoherent transfer reaction with rate constantkr . The
newly attainede8e8-population state does not contribute
the signal because that state is out of the laser window. H
ever, after a while, thee8e8-population decays to the groun
state with the decay constantkd8 to fade out the ground stat
grating. The response function for this sequential proces
given by

Rge8e~ t,T,t!5^Geg,eg
0 ~ t !Ggg,e8e8,ee~T!Gge,ge

0 ~t!rg&,

~3.17!

where the nuclear propagator in the population state is

Ggg,e8e8,ee~T!5kd8E
0

T

ds1Ggg,gg
0 ~T2s1!

3krE
0

s1
ds2Ge8e8,e8e8

0
~s12s2!

3e2kd8~s12s2!Gee,ee
0 ~s2!e2~kr1kd!s2. ~3.18!

The physical meaning described by Eq.~3.18! is clear.
Gee,ee

0 (s2)e2(kr1kd)s2 is the nuclear propagator for times2

while the population is in the excited statee. The exponential
factor reflects the probability that the population is still in t
excited state.krds2 is the transfer probability frome to e8 by
the incoherent reaction during the time intervalds2 . Thus,
krds2Gee,ee

0 (s2)e2(kr1kd)s2 is the nuclear density matrix
newly transferred to thee8 state at times2 . The nuclear
propagation afterwards in the statee8 during the time inter-
val s12s2 is described by the propagatorGe8e8,e8e8

0 (s1

2s2)e2kd8(s12s2) while the exponential factor reflects th
depletion of thee8e8-population due to the decay to th
ground state with decay constantkd8 . kd8ds1 is the decay
probability from the statee8 to the ground state during th
time interval ds1 . Ggg.gg

0 (T2s1) describes the nuclea
propagation in the ground electronic state during the ti
T2s1 since the decay from the excited statee8 to the ground
state occurred. The two kinds of transition process in t
pathway can occur at any time during the population per
and so we get the convolution integral~3.18!.

By employing the cumulant expansion method, we
nally obtain the expression of the last response function

te
r
s
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Rge8e~ t,T,t!5Rgg
0 ~ t,T,t!e22i $Q~T1t !2Q~T!%

3krE
0

T

dse2~kr1kd!s@12e2kd8~T2s!#

3e2i $Q~T1t2s!2Q~T2s!%. ~3.19!

Actually, this response function has a two-dimensional in
gral with respect to time because there are two types of
quential reaction events. We can easily reduce it to the o
dimensional integral given in Eq.~3.19! by simple algebraic
manipulation.

Referring to the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 2~b! to
determine the sign of each pathway contributing to the to
response function, we get the total response function as

R~ t,T,t!5Rgg1Ree2Rge2Rge8e

5Rgg
0 1Ree

0 e2~kr1kd!T2Rgg
0 e22i $Q~T1t !2Q~T!%

3E
0

T

dse2i $Q~T1t2s!2Q~T2s!%

3$kd1kr~12e2kd8~T2s!!%e2~kr1kd!s]. ~3.20!

The last term of Eq.~3.20! reflects the destruction of th
hole, because of the two reaction pathways moving
ee-population to thegg-population, in the ground state cre
ated by the first coherence dynamics. The difference in
history of the nuclear trajectories between the origi
gg-population ~having existed from the initial populatio
time! and the other having decayed fromee-population is
incorporated into the response function via the integrand
cludingQ(t). The difference in the nuclear trajectory histo
will have an effect on the peak shift.

If there is no displacement of the potential curve (Q
50) of the excited statee from that of the ground state, the
the nuclear dynamics is not influenced by the change of e
tronic state. In this case, Eq.~3.20! simplifies to

R~ t,T,t!5Rre~ t,T,t! f ~T!, ~3.21!

where f (T) is a parametric function of the rate constan
which describes just the time dependence of the populat
So the amplitude of the third-order signal will decrease w
f (T) but the peak shift is not affected by the reactions w
an impulsive pulse shape.

With no decay to the ground state@kd5kd850#, an in-
coherent reaction between two excited states can occu
this case, Eq.~3.20! becomes

R~ t,T,t!5Rgg
0 1Ree

0 e2krT, ~3.22!

which describes just the decrease of theee-population due to
population transfer to a state which is out of the laser w
dow.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATION AND DISCUSSION
IN THE IMPULSIVE LIMIT

In this section, we present some illustrative calculatio
of the peak shift behavior in the presence of reactive eve
in the impulsive limit. The influence of using finite pulse
will be discussed in the following section. We model t
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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nuclear fluctuation dynamics in terms of the electronic e
ergy gap fluctuation functionM (t) defined by Eq.~2.10!. We
assume thatM (t) is given by the sum of a Gaussian and
exponential function

2M ~ t !5exp@2~ t/tg!2#1exp@2t/te# ~4.1!

to simulate the bimodal character of the fast and slow so
tion processes. It is well known that a Gaussian process
sociated with the inertial solvent motions is responsible
the short time fast dynamics. The exponential part repres
a diffusive solvation dynamics. With this form, the temper
ture independent spectral density is given by the inverse
sine transform of Eq.~2.10! as

v2r~v!5
l

2p FApvtg expH 2
~vtg!2

4 J 1
2vte

11~vte!
2G .
~4.2!

Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of this spe
density whentg560 fs andte51 ps. The reorganization en
ergy l is set to be 200 cm21 in all calculations.

Figure 4~a! shows the 3PEPS behavior of a two-sta
system with a finite lifetime of the excited state predicted
Eq. ~3.9! at room temperature~300 K! and with zero inho-
mogeneity. The peak shift for the two-state system withkd

50 is also shown for comparison. Except for populati
times longer than the lifetime of the excited state, the 3PE
for the system with a finite lifetime is almost identical wit
the kd50 system~dotted line!. In other words, the finite
lifetime effect does not appear until most of th
ee(gg)-population disappears due to the decay. This kind
behavior can be understood by looking at Eq.~3.9!. As the
last term of Eq.~3.9! shows, the lifetime effect is brough
about by the difference in the nuclear motion history whi
yields some phase difference between the response func
associated with the original and restoredgg-populations. At
early times, the portion of the restoredgg-population is mi-
nor and thus the lifetime effect does not appear at that t
region. After the original grating nearly disappears due to
recovery of the ground state population~depletion of the
population grating!, the lifetime effect arising from the dif-
ference in history between the restoredgg-population and
the original one becomes apparent. Because of this, the
signal intensity in the time region when the lifetime effe

FIG. 3. Model spectral density of Eq.~4.2!. The reorganization energy is
l5200 cm21.
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appear should be very small and a high dynamic range
periments will be required to observe this effect.

In Fig. 4~b!, we present the peak shift at very low tem
perature. The other parameter values are the same as tho
Fig. 4~a!. Equation~2.8! shows the relative contribution o
the imaginary part ofg(t) is enhanced in low temperatur
and thus the lifetime effect reflected through the imagin
part of g(t) is more pronounced than in Fig. 4~a!. Even so,
the time scale that the lifetime effect begins to appear d
not seem to be much altered by the temperature. At
temperature, the rise in the peak shift starting aroundT
'100 fs appears even for the normal two-state system. T

FIG. 4. 3PEPS for a two-state system with a finite upper state lifetime~a! at
300 K and~b! 30 K. The lifetimes are indicated for each curve.D in50. The
peak shift whenkd50 is shown for the comparison~dotted line!.

FIG. 5. 3PEPS for a three-state system with the direct decay time (kd
21

560 fs) at 300 K.D in50. The time scales (kr
21) of population transfer to a

state out of laser window are indicated for each curve. The peak shift w
kd5kr5kd850 is shown for the comparison~dotted line!.
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is ascribed to the interference effect between the imagin
parts of the response functions for thegg- andee-pathways.

If some portion of the excited population does not d
rectly go back to the ground state~which we expect to be the
case most for real systems!, a population grating will still
persist for a long time. As an example consider a three-s
system withkdÞ0Þkr andkd850. The direct decay proces
with rate constantkd decreases the amplitude of the popu
tion grating both in the ground and excited states and ma
the signal intensity very weak. In contrast to the case o
pure two-level system, this loss of population grating is n
complete due to the flow of excited state population to thee8
state. In this case, the total signal will be dominated by
population grating retained in the ground state. The fin
lifetime effect arising from the phase difference in the r
sponse functions discussed above will not appear bec
this phase difference effect only appears after the whole g
ing has nearly decayed as shown in Fig. 4. As a result
peak shift is mainly determined by the population grating
give similar behavior to that in Fig. 6 below without dire
decay to the ground state. The peak shift whenkd

21560 fs
andkd850 is plotted in Fig. 5 for some values ofkr . When
the population transferred to thee8 state is finite (kr

21

590 fs), no rise in the peak shift is shown as expected. T
reason for the small deviation, even in this case, from
peak shift for a nonreactive system does not come from
history effect but from population transfer to thee8 state as
discussed below. Askr becomes small, the history effec
arising from the direct decay process becomes comparab
the effect from the ground population grating associated w
kr process to give a rise in the peak shift.
n

FIG. 6. 3PEPS for a three-state system~a! at 300 K and~b! 30 K. The three
solid lines are for the reaction rates of 30, 60, and 90 fs from top to bott
The peak shift whenkd50 is shown for the comparison~dotted line!.
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Now, we discuss the three-state system only incorpo
ing the effect of the incoherent reaction from the donor st
to acceptor state without any decay to the ground state. T
the total response function is given by Eq.~3.22! which de-
scribes the exponential decay of theee-population. At long
transient population time, the decrease of the role of
ee-population due to the reaction makes the interference
tween thegg- and ee-pathways different from that in the
normal two-level system where both pathways contribute
the signal equally. As a result, the peak shift for the thr
state system is affected by the incoherent reaction. When
population time becomes large, the contribution from
ee-pathway becomes minor and the interference effect
appears, i.e., the response comes only from thegg-pathway.
Then, because the signal is quadratically proportional to
magnitude of the response function, only the modulus of
response function@Rre in Eq. ~2.5!# controls the peak shift
Consequently the peak shift for times longer than the po
lation transfer is higher than that from a normal two-st
system where the interference still occurs. A similar eff
occurs in the work of Nagasawaet al.,17,19 where the peak
shift calculated without the imaginary contribution to the li
broadening function is larger than that where both contri
tions are included. However it is generally the case the
terference effect is small at room temperature. This mean
incoherent reaction which removes the excited popula
from the laser window has rather small influence on the p
shift at room temperature. Figure 6~a! shows this behavior
In fact, the peak shift is not only insensitive to the incoher
reaction rate but also is essentially identical to that with
reaction. At low temperature@Fig. 6~b!#, however, the role of
the imaginary part ofg(t) becomes non-negligible and th
interference effect is pronounced to give an apparent ris
the peak shift on the time scale of the reaction.

V. EFFECT OF FINITE PULSE SHAPE

When the duration of the laser pulse is finite, nonreph
ing pathways, in which the second electronic coherence s
is the Hermitian conjugate of that in the rephasing pathw
should be considered with a time integral over the pu
envelopes. This kind of effect in an isolated two-level syst
was discussed in detail in Ref. 10. The nonrephasing p
ways yield free induction decay~FID! while the rephasing
ones have echo characteristics.

Since only the population states are relevant to reac
events in the simplified reaction model, the nonrephas
response functions (RII) for the present reactive systems a
obtained from the rephasing ones (RI) @given in Eqs.~3.9! or
~3.20!# by a simple substitution of the rephasing reaction-f
response functions~Rgg

0 andRee
0 ! in RI with the nonrephasing

ones. The expressions for the nonrephasing reaction-fre
sponse functions can be found elsewhere.10

When the pulse sequence is as given in Fig. 7,RI andRII

contribute as follows to a given phase-matched signal:

~i! t1,t2,t3,t:RI(t2t3 ,t32t2 ,t22t1) Echo
~ii ! t2,t1,t3,t:RII(t2t3 ,t32t1 ,t12t2) FID
~iii ! t3,t1,t2,t:RI(t2t2 ,t22t1 ,t12t3) Echo
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~iv! t2,t3,t1,t:RII(t2t1 ,t12t3 ,t32t2) FID.

The other sequences of interactions yield no signal in
given phase-matched direction under the RWA. The to
response function is given by the combination of the fo
cases weighted by the pulse envelopes.

Figure 8 shows the peak shift of a two-state system
room temperature when the finite pulse shape is incor
rated. The pulse shape is assumed to be Gaussian w
width of 37 fs ~FWHM!. In addition to the usual overal
increase in the magnitude of the peak shift of the nonreac
system,10 the short time behavior is quite different than in th
impulsive case~Fig. 4!. Non-negligible decay to the groun
state during the pulse duration decreases the peak shift c
pared with that of nonreactive system. This does not impl
change of rephasing capability but reflects the fact that,
to the ground state recovery, the rephasable signal mak
progressively smaller contribution as the interval betwe
the first and second pulses becomes longer. As a result
effectiverephasing capability appears to be decreased.
rise at long times can be explained similarly to that obser
in the impulsive case.

In contrast with the two-level system described abo
the finite pulse shape does not produce any significant ef
on the signal from the three-state system in the absenc

FIG. 7. Time ordering of pulse sequence.t andT denote the center to cente
distances between the pulses which are experimentally controllable.t i de-
notes the interaction points within theith pulse. The dashed pulse denot
the signal resulting from the three interactions, respectively, att1 , t2 , and
t3 .

FIG. 8. 3PEPS for a two-state system with a finite upper state lifetime
300 K when the laser pulse shape is Gaussian of FWHM 37 fs. The lifeti
are indicated for each curve.D in50. The peak shift whenkd50 is shown
for the comparison~dotted line!.
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ground state recovery~Fig. 9! since the ground state gratin
still persists because population transfer occurs from the
cited state.

A combination of both pathways, ground state recov
and population transfer to a state absorbing out of laser w
dow, shows interesting behavior in the peak shift when
pulse duration is finite~see Fig. 10!. Initially, the ground
state recovery makes gratings on both the excited and gro
states disappear and produces the rapid decay of the
shift as shown in Fig. 8. However, since the quantum yi
of ground state recovery is less than one, some portion o
ground state grating still remains. At long time, this grou
state grating controls the peak shift behavior and thu
slightly higher peak shift is predicted than in the nonreact
system as discussed in Fig. 6. Surprisingly the overall sh
of the peak shift in this case, using the simple spectral d
sity given by Eq.~4.2!, is quite similar to that of the pheno
blue system experimentally measured in our laboratory~Fig.
11!. A detailed analysis of the experimental data will
carried out elsewhere.25

FIG. 9. 3PEPS for a three-state system in the absence of the ground
recovery at 300 K. The pulse shape is the same as in Fig. 8. The lifet
are indicated for each curve.D in50. The peak shift whenkr50 is shown for
the comparison~dotted line!.

FIG. 10. 3PEPS for a three-state system in the presence of ground
recovery at 300 K. The pulse shape is the same as in Fig. 8. The reco
time is set to be 60 fs. The time scales of population transfer to the t
state are indicated for each curve,D in50. The peak shift whenkd5kr5kd8
50 is shown for comparison~dotted line!.
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VI. SUMMARY

In the 3PEPS experiment, a molecular system succ
sively evolves in coherence, population, and a second co
ence electronic states. Because the time period when the
tem is in coherence states is very small, we can neg
electronic transitions during this period. Under this assum
tion, a population transition can only occur incoherently
the course of experiments. The population kinetics were
corporated by employing simple probabilistic arguments.
an example, we considered a two-state system with a fi
lifetime and a three-state system with two excited electro
states. In the three-state system, only one of the excited s
is resonant with the laser frequency.

In these population transfer systems, the evolution of
nuclear wave packets depends on the particular electr
state. For example, the shift of the excited potential ene
surface from that of the ground state produces differ
forces acting on the wave packet between the ground
excited electronic states. This is the reason why differen
in the nuclear history emerge from the population trans
The potential difference experienced by the nuclear mot
as the electronic transition happens makes additional co
butions to the response function and this kind of effe
should be reflected, within the linear electron–phonon c
pling approximation, via the imaginary part of the lin
broadening function as shown in this paper.

Preliminary results of 3PEPS experiments on phe
blue25 and electron transfer systems@Rhodamine6G in DMA
and DEA# ~Ref. 26! show qualitatively similar behavior to
the predictions of the present approach. We expect that
tailed analyses of the experiments with the present the
will provide us with useful information on reactive system
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FIG. 11. Experimental data for the peak shift on the phenol blue in me
nol. The laser wavelength was 580 nm and the pulse duration was 4
~FWHM!.
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